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Renz & Associates, Inc
Environmental Geologists

Providing Expert Advice to Business

Phase I Environmental
Assessments

Phase II Environmental
Assessments

Soil & Ground Water
Remediation

Underground Storage Tank
Studies
(614) 538-0451
www.renzandassociates.com

Upper Arlington and central Ohio’s trusted
heating and cooling company since 1924.

Schedule an appointment at
Favret.com
or call 614-488-5211

Kingsdale Gynecologic Associates

Promoting health and wellness for women in Upper Arlington for over 50 years.
For an appointment, please call (614) 457-4827.
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Death of a Dictator
Cuban Americans and world leaders react to Fidel Castro’s death
by DYLAN CARLSON, ’19

O

n Nov. 25, Cuban revolutionary
Fidel Castro, the man who
survived 638 CIA assassination
attempts, died at the age of 90.
Throughout the 1950s, Castro led
the Cuban revolution against dictator
Fulgencio Batista. After the overthrow
of Batista’s fascist regime, Castro
established Cuba as the first communist
state in the Western Hemisphere, ruling it
for 47 years. Now, many mourn his death
while others celebrate.
On the eve of his death, multiple
celebrations of Cuban exiles took place in
Little Havana in Miami, Florida. The New
York Times interviewed several Cuban
Americans throughout these celebrations.
Isabel De Lara, who was born in Cuba
and sent away at age 12, welcomed the
news of Castro’s passing.

“Him dying represents the end of
something awful that happened to us. It’s
actually him — not anybody else — who
caused this. It’s because of him that we
lost our opportunity to have a life in our
country,” De Lara said.
The morning after Castro’s death, Nov.
26, President Obama released an official
statement expressing his condolences to
the Cuban people.
“Today, we offer condolences to Fidel
Castro’s family,” Obama said. “[Cubans]
will recall the past and also look to the
future. As they do, the Cuban people must
know that they have a friend and partner
in the United States of America.”
President-elect Donald Trump also
expressed his sentiments, tweeting “Fidel
Castro is dead!” eventually followed by
an official press statement saying “Fidel
Castro’s legacy is one of firing squads,
theft, unimaginable suffering… it is my

Photo COURTESY Marcelo Montecino

Fidel Castro speaks in Havana, Cuba in 1978. Castro
governed Cuba for 47 years from 1959 to 2006 as
Prime Minister and, later, President.

hope that today marks a move away from
the horrors endured for too long.”
The Caribbean island is currently under
the governance of his younger brother,
Raúl Castro. At the age of 85, he has
already announced his plans on stepping
down by 2018. As of now, Cuba’s future is
anything but certain.

Violent incident occurs at OSU campus
Vehicular assault, knife attack ends in suspect’s death, 11 injured
by GREYSON VAN ARSDALE, ’17

T

he morning of Nov. 28, Columbus police were called to an
‘active shooter situation’ on the north campus of the Ohio
State University. OSU Emergency Management tweeted
for students to “Run Hide Fight,” adding that the situation was
taking place at Watts Hall on 19th and College.
Upper Arlington Schools enacted a Level 1 lockdown during
the situation; students were not allowed to leave the building.
Rebecca Diem, a Columbus Department of Fire official,
confirmed that at least nine people were transported to
hospitals, and at least one of them was in critical condition.
OSU’s Wexner Center confirmed that it was treating four people
with non-life-threatening injuries. All 11 people injured are now
in stable condition and are expected to survive. The Columbus
Police Department confirmed that SWAT, K-9 Units, negotiators
and helicopters were on the scene during the event.
At 11:30 a.m., OSU’s Emergency Management account said
the scene was secure and the lockdown had been lifted. Local
media, citing unnamed police officials, reported that one suspect
died on the scene .
While the situation was originally categorized as an active

shooter, recent reporting has revealed that Abdul Razak Ali
Artan, an OSU student, rammed into a group of pedestrians
with his car and continued to attack them with a knife. Ohio
State Police Officer Alan Horujko shot Artan after he failed to
cooperate, and Artan died on the scene. The confrontation, from
start to finish, was over in less than two minutes.
Following the incident, the President of the Ohio State
University, Michael V. Drake, cautioned against jumping to
conclusions about Artan’s motive.
When asked if the attack was terror-related or connected
to the Columbus Somali community, Drake said, “We certainly
don’t have evidence that would say that’s the case. What we
want to do is really unify together and support each other; do
our best to support those who were injured in their recovery, and
then allow the investigation to take place.”
Investigators concluded that Artan acted alone by reviewing
a surveillance video that shows him alone in his car before the
attack. Governor John Kasich responded to the event by praising
the effective response of law enforcement.
“I am grateful for the professional, coordinated response from
first responders whose efforts helped this effectively contain this
incident before further harm could be done,” Kasich said.
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“Company
Showcase”
Where Dance is the
Ultimate Expression
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athletes
in action
Winter sports teams
begin their seasons as
snow starts to fall
by sarah martin, ’17

▼ girls gymnastics: Junior Portia Silver
completes a backflip into the foam pit at
Universal Gymnastics. Catch the gymnastics
team at 5 p.m. Dec. 21 at Worthington Kilbourne.

photo By Sarah Martin

photo By Charlotte janes

▲ boys hockey: Junior Jake Evans scores a
goal during a scrimmage against St. Ignatius on
Nov. 19 at the Ice Haus. The game resulted in a
tie of 4-4.
◀ boys basketball: Sophomore Jackson
Ness prepares to shoot the ball at a practice
in the varsity gym. The basketball Bears are
anticipating a great season.

photo By Charlotte janes
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NORWESTER 2017: Senior Portraits Due!

LAST CHANCE!
inside

the

UA
bubble

SENIOR PORTRAITS
DUE JAN. 4, 2017!
Email your high-resolution digital image (not a screen shot) to
norwester@uaschools.org as soon as possible. Please title the image
file with the senior’s name as you would like it to appear in the yearbook.

NORWESTER 2017

Go to http://tinyurl.com/NORWESTER2017
to pre-order your 2017 Norwester yearbook
today! The price will increase in January.

•••••

The pose should be a head and shoulders shot; no costumes or “props”
should be used in the photo. If a senior portrait is not provided for the
book, the student’s school picture will be used (if available). All senior
images will be previewed in a late-January Schoology post for seniors to
review; they can notify the staff if changes are needed.

SENIORS: SCHEDULE YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT SESSION NOW
to insure your photographer can email your senior portrait by Jan. 4, 2017!
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Experiencing
the Epidemic
A dangerous increase in heroin
overdoses hits close to home
By Caroline Chidester, ’17 and Matthew ShepHerd, ’19
Photo Illustration by Ava Henson

This photo illustration depicts heroin overspilling from a spoon next to a syringe and money. According to Medscape, when injecting heroin “the onset of drug
effects is about 15-30 seconds for the intravenous route and 3-5 minutes for the intramuscular or subcutaneous route.”

I

n late September of this year,
Columbus Public Health officials
reported that there had been 27 heroin
overdoses within a 24-hour time span. This
August, there were 174 heroin overdoses
over a span of six days in Cincinnati.
According to a study conducted by
the Ohio Department of Health titled
“2015 Ohio Drug Overdose Data: General
Findings”, deaths due to
heroin rose by more than
19 percent from 2014 to
2015, with 1,196 heroinrelated deaths in 2014 and
1,424 in 2015.
The same study also
demonstrates the unique
lethality of heroin.
According to the study, “heroin was
involved in 46.7 percent of all overdose
deaths.” This is more than twice the
number of annual deaths by other hard
drugs, such as cocaine. The rapid increase
of overdoses has caused many people to
question the root of the newfound issue.

Overpowered Opioid
While heroin itself is dangerous for its
highly addictive qualities and the ease by
which one can overdose on the drug even
with relatively small amounts, another

ingredient plays a large part in the danger
of heroin use: Carfentanil.
Carfentanil is a type of synthetic
opiate that falls under the same category
as fentanyl.
According to Time Magazine, fentanyl
“is a synthetic opioid so strong that just a
few granules the size of grains of table salt
can be lethal,” and “it’s 100 times deadlier

epidemic is unconnected to their daily
lives. They can go about their day and
insist that it is happening in other places,
and that it won’t directly affect them.
Ohio Attorney General Mike DeWine
believes that everyone is affected by the
spike in overdoses in some way.
“There is no one group; everyone is
affected. All races, all genders, all of them
have been hit hard,”
DeWine said. “We are
There is no one group; everyone is
losing eight to ten people
affected by the spike in overdoses
a day to drug overdoses.
in some way.”
More people are ending
up in foster care, people
Mike Dewine, Ohio Attorney General
are unable to find work,
and even babies are
becoming addicted.”
than fentanyl, which itself is 30 to 50 times
more lethal than heroin.”
Prescription
In recent years, dealers and producers
Addiction
of heroin have begun lacing their products
with this highly dangerous substance.
DeWine believes that the issue with the
They do this to give people that extra high, increase of overdoses could be attributed to
so they keep coming back. Like heroin,
pain medication abuse.
Carfentanil is highly addictive and deadly,
“When you [have] a real epidemic with
but is able to cause these problems from a
pain meds, I think the reason you have the
much smaller dosage.
problem with that is that there’s a lot of
pressure for doctors to treat pain,” DeWine
Close to Home
said. “Companies are coming out with new
pain meds that [are] much more addictive.”
For many, it seems as though the heroin
According to The National Institute
A r l i n g to n i a n // 7
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on Drug Abuse, “the abuse of opioid
medications that are prescribed for the
treatment of pain, such as Oxycontin,
Vicodin and Demerol, have dramatically
increased in recent years.”
With the possible correlation between
prescription drugs and the overdoses,
DeWine decided to take action.

Task Tackling

Legal Consequences
Like all illegal substances, heroin comes
with a certain set of consequences for those
who have possession or intend to distribute
the drug.
Jon Rice, an Upper Arlington high school
resource officer comments on how policing has
changed over the years.
“If we go to somewhere where someone has
overdosed we treat it like a crime scene, like
a murder or a manslaughter,” says Rice, “We
want to go back to the dealer, because they’re
lacing this stuff with some seriously dangerous
drugs. It takes so little of these drugs in order to
be fatal.”
At school, students face harsh punishments
for possessing or distributing the drug.
“If a student comes with drugs or the
tools to make them, we have to charge
them, and it’s a felony,” Rice said.
Paula* appears to be a regular high
school student, but she has been battling
with drug addiction for years, and she’s not
alone. According to the National Institute
on Drug abuse, 23.6 percent high school
seniors nationwide reported using illegal

I also suffer from acute anxiety and
bipolar disorder,” Paula said. “In my own
experience, my freshman year was when
peer pressure was the worst and I think
that attributed to some of the mental and
emotional stresses that lead to use.”
High school drug user Paula believes
that there are many factors that contribute
to high school drug addiction.
“Both drugs’ availability and the sheer
amount of students who have used and
continue to use both drugs have a terrible
influence on the younger students to start
using,” Paula said. “In my own experience,
my freshman year was when peer pressure
was the worst and I think that attributed to
some of the mental and emotional stresses
that lead to use.”

Under the direction of DeWine, a task
force has been formed to combat the rising
use of heroin in Ohio. Director of Criminal
Justice Initiatives at the Ohio Attorney
General’s Office Amy O’Grady leads this task
force.
O’Grady believes that a strong community
banding together is the best way to combat
Heroin at Home
the heroin epidemic.
“One thing that can be done is assisting
Not all repercussions are involved
the Stand Coalition. If you read about them
with the legal system. Heroin use can
on social media, getting involved when
lead to significant damage among a user’s
appropriate can help,” O’Grady said. “Also,
home and familial life. Rice and other
simply talking to your local dare D.A.R.E.
drug enforcement officials have personal
officer can be a very beneficial step in the right
connections with the effects of heroin on a
direction.
Lucas*, an Upper Arlington High School
person’s family.
student who admits to
“I’ve personally met
abusing drugs, has noticed
with families who had
other ways his friends have
one, or even in one
particularly sad case,
been getting over drug
addictions.
both of their children
“Every year a couple of
addicted to heroin, and
my friends have been sent
they just don’t know if
away. Some have come
the kid is going to be
back, but I’ve noticed
alive one more day,”
it’s been getting more
Rice said. “I’ve been to
popular in UA for parents
funerals for kids who
OD’d, and I think I’m
to send their kids away to
bawling my eyes out
rehabilitation programs,”
more than the parents.
Lucas said. “The longer
They’ve been through so
they’re gone the more it
much, you can just see
benefits them. I think
Photo courtesy Of Officer Jon Rice
it on their faces. They’ve
the parents that do send
A lethal dose of heroin side by side with a lethal dose of fentanyl. This shows the power of
been lied to, cheated, and
their kids away have tried
fentanyl even compared to a very dangerous drug.
now have lost their kid.”
everything and most of the
Drugs like heroin
time it’s a last resort.”
not only affects a person physically and
Officer Jon Rice has noticed a similar
drugs in 2015.
mentally, but also financially, especially for
occurrence among heroin users.
She began abusing drugs around eighth
those who actively use them.
“A lot of times when you’re addicted to
grade, and found her drug use steadily
“Drugs affect my life very negatively.
a drug, or heroin in this case, they go to
increasing as she grew older. She attributes
While I’m not what I consider a heavy
rehab,” Rice said. “In rehab they get off the
it to mental illness and the onslaught of
user, I still use 75 percent of my funds for
drug, and as soon as they get out of rehab
peer pressure with entering high school.
various forms of drugs,” Paula said.
they relapse.”
“My only problems reside in my
The negative effects heroin and drug use
emotional disabilities. I am deeply
has on home life and financial stability is
*denotes source who requested anonymity depressed and have been since very young,
8 // D ECEMBER 1 5 , 201 6
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Dying to get high in Ohio
Overdose deaths caused by opioids, specifically
heroin, have risen dramatically since 2003 in Ohio
image courtesy Wikipedia Commons
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hard for both users and their family.
“I’ve watched my lifestyle completely
destroy my mother. My father now has to
take anxiety medication to relieve tremors
in his hands from worrying about me. My
siblings don’t even know I have a problem
as they are all older than I am, and have
not been in the house to witness it,” Paula
said. “The worst part of this is, if I really
wanted to stop all of this I could. But I
can’t motivate myself to stop.”

Community Silence
High school student Paula admitted
that the recent serious overdoses are not
often talked about among drug users.
“Everyone tries to ignore what’s
happening. If someone knows a person
that died they’ll keep it hush as they likely
use the same dealer or supplier as the
person who died,” Paula said. “It’s never a
good idea to let people know that you’re
connected to the deaths, because people
might stop buying or hanging out with
you.”
Even though Paula rarely talks about the
overdoses with her friends, she thinks that
people should be concerned.
“The overdose issue was large enough
without Carfentanil and I hate to think of
all the deaths that this can cause, especially
in my own community,” Paula said. “One

milligram of Carfentanil is a deadly dose.
This means a sprinkle of it in a dose of
shot heroin can cause an overdose. Who
wouldn’t be concerned about that?”
Upper Arlington drug user Lucas
noticed the same thing.
“An article came out that there was a
bad batch recently and we all texted each
other to make sure it was no one we knew,”
Lucas said. “Other than that no one really
talked about it.”
The mentality within the drug
community to not talk about serious
matters can cause negative repercussions.
Attorney General Mike DeWine said
that this mentality has changed since he
was young.
“There has been a cultural change.
When I was growing up, heroin was just
a small subset within the city, people were
scared of doing it,” DeWine said. “I think
that people have lost their fear of it.”
Officer Jon Rice agrees that fear is what
kept people from using it, and he tries to
use that for others benefit.
“It’s almost like you beg and plead
people, be very afraid to try this thing even
once. I don’t know anyone who did heroin
once and was able to just walk away from
it,” Rice said. “When I was in high school,
I was scared to death of that stuff. If I can
instill that same fear in others, then I can
help people.”

DEA’s attempt to ban
kratom meets with
public outrage

M

itragyna speciosa, commonly
known as kratom, is a plant
native to Southeast Asia. In the U.S.,
it’s commonly used to help those with
heroin addictions.
The reason kratom is used to assist
in recovering from addiction is its
opioid-like qualities. By stimulating the
same areas of the brain which heroin
does, kratom helps addicts get through
withdrawal and stay off of heroin and
other opioids.
Recently, the DEA tried to ban
kratom by placing it on the “Schedule
One” list, which contains drugs such as
methamphetamine and heroin. Schedule
One drugs are drugs with no currently
accepted medical use and a high
potential for abuse.
When the DEA announced its ban on
kratom, the internet struck back with a
wave of blog posts and articles against
the DEA’s decision, expressing their
belief that the drug did more good than
bad, as it helps people recover from
heroin. Writers also discussed how the
drug hadn’t been shown to cause as
much harm as other Schedule One drugs,
and without kratom, recovering addicts
may return to more dangerous drugs.
The DEA withdrew its ban on kratom
on Oct. 12. Instead, they decided to
allow for a public comment period which
ended Dec. 1. Using these comments as
well as input from organizations such
as the FDA, the DEA will make a formal
decision on the drug and how it should
be scheduled.
A r l i n g to n i a n // 9
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Pra ying
for a
Hail Mary
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Recruiting, other advantages prompt debate
regarding Catholic schools’ role in high school sports
By Tom weimer, ‘18

F

or the third year in a row, the Upper
Arlington girl’s water polo team won
first at the state championships Oct.
21-22, while the men’s team placed fifth the
weekend of Oct. 28.
Compared to the women’s 25 total state
titles, the men’s water polo and swimming
banners hanging above the pool seem barren,
with only ten state championships won. As
same-gender Catholic schools who have the
ability to recruit from all around Ohio are
much more prevalent in the men’s bracket,
many question the fairness of their presence.
At the state championship in Mason, Ohio,
the men’s team lost 6-11 to private Catholic
school St. Xavier, and received the highest place
possible of fifth after losing the first bracket.
Some consider this to be unfair, as St. X’s
pairing with Upper Arlington was based on
how each team had been doing throughout
the season. However, while St. X’s junior
varsity team played in Ohio, their varsity

team was practicing in California, a state
where water polo is extremely competitive.
Since they were out of state, their
games did not count towards their bracket
seating. This meant that UA was playing a
completely different team than they were
seated in the very first bracket. St. X went
on to win the state tournament against
another Catholic school, St. Charles.
Some argue that this is unfair to public
schools who don’t have access to those sorts
of opportunities.
“There can be an argument made that
private schools, due to higher wealth, have
better opportunities. The ability for St. X
to fly to California mid-season to play is
something no public school can do,” UA
water polo coach JJ Spangler said.

An Uneven Playing Field

The juxtaposition of Catholic and public
schools in the same league may also in part be
due to the fact that public schools are required
to accept students
from within a certain
geographic boundary,
while private schools
Below are the number of Catholic vs. public schools that make up
can draw from outside
the top 25 high school teams in the nation. Though the numbers
may not be relatively high on the Catholic side, proportionately
that boundary.
Catholic schools only make up 15.5 percent of the total number of
Even if specific
schools compared to 75 percent for public schools.
athletic recruitment
isn’t allowed, private
schools also have the
36%
ability to enroll out48%
Catholic
52%
of-district students for
Public
Catholic
academic purposes.
64%
To avoid potential
Public
loopholes, new rules are
making it tougher for
students to transfer to
private Catholic schools

Catholic capacity limit?

Football

Basketball

and immediately play on different teams.
For instance, in 2002, a rule created by
the Washington Catholic Athletic Conference
forced students to sit out for a calendar year
from sports when transferring from any school
in the D.C. area.
Rather than recruitment being the heart
of the problem, Spangler believes that it’s the
selection of students that private schools have
access to rather than the ability to recruit,
“Recruitment isn’t the issue. It’s just the larger
amount of students [Private schools] have to
choose from. Where a public school of four
thousand students is typically more girls than
guys, a private school of four thousand would
be all of one gender, allowing a greater pool of
athletes,” Spangler said.

The Financial Gap
Another existing preconception about
private school athletics is that most students
who attend these institutions are wealthy, and
this excess tuition money goes towards things
like nicer facilities, more highly trained coaches,
and better equipment.
Senior goalie of the water polo team Alex
Rabe believes in this edge, and while there are
issues regarding the two schools coexisting in
sports leagues, there should ultimately just
be more equality as opposed to completely
separate competitions.
“I don’t think Catholic schools in public
brackets is unfair, but you do feel there needs to
be some regulations regarding [private school]
teams...They do require tuition money, so they
have a much higher budget to provide better
equipment for their teams,” Rabe said.
This potential advantage is visible in the
rankings for top high school sports teams in
the nation, in which Catholic schools make
up a good majority of the list.
However, Chris Jung, director of
operations for the LouisvilleCatholicsports
website, disagrees with this argument.
“The Catholic schools on those Top Ten and
25 lists have a lot of tradition. It comes down
to their culture. It’s one of success,” Jung said.
“It irks me that people think that because some
Catholic schools have these nice facilities, fields
and athletic equipment, that it means when
they walk on the field, people hand them a
championship. That’s impossible.”
Jung said that tradition, dedicated coaches,
and stable environment—not an uneven
playing field—lead to the success of Catholic
high school teams.

INFOGRAPHIC BY SARAH MARTIN, Information Source: MAXPREPS.COM
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Finding the
Right Fit
Students explore different learning
environments and experiences
By Libby Mislan, ‘17

Photo By Camryn Burcham

Zoo School students smile on their first day of internships at the Columbus Zoo.

A

ccording to a study by the
University of Texas at Austin,
students who feel like they don’t fit
in are less likely to attend college. There are
some students who feel like they don’t fit
into the high school learning environment,
but they continue in that setting because
they feel that is their only option.
Those students who feel trapped in
a traditional high school setting now
have options to pursue different paths of
education. Those options include Zoo
School, The Police Academy and Columbus
State, just to name a few.

Zoo School
Senior Camryn Burcham found a better
fit with a non-traditional school option.
Beginning her junior year, Burcham started
attending a two-year program through the
Delaware Area Career Center, also known as
the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium School.
This program allows juniors and seniors to
take classes in zoology, interact with the animals
and learn from zookeepers as well as take
other courses such as chemistry and statistics.
Burcham spends her mornings at the zoo and
her afternoons at the high school.
Going to school at the zoo offers a different
type of learning environment for Burcham.
She gets to have up-close experiences with
exotic animals and learn first-hand what it’s
like to be a zookeeper.
“I currently have an internship on
Mondays, Wednesdays and every other
Friday,” Burcham said. “I’m in the Heart of
Africa, so I’ll clean out the pools and prepare
diets for the animals like storks or kudus or
wildebeest.”
Through her time at the zoo, Burcham
has had the chance to pet kudu, a crane and
was even pecked by an ostrich.
“We had to bring the ostriches into a
separate area because we wanted to work on

the Savannah. I was driving one of the gators
and the ostriches were following me because
they’re naturally curious. I was just sitting
there and the ostrich pecked my leg a few
times,” Burcham said.
Burcham said that she would recommend
this opportunity to anyone interested in a
career related to zoos or animals.
“I’ve met so many new people and it’s
such a great experience because I’m doing
hands on stuff, ” Burcham said.

Police Academy
Another unique option for a different
type of education is taking courses at the
Columbus Police Academy. Although
students under the age of 21 can not officially
begin training to become a police officer, they
can participate in some courses offered by
the academy during weeknights. Senior Issy
Benammar started attending classes at the
Police Academy this school year.
Students are instructed about situations
like shootings, bomb threats and even learn
how to arrest people. Instructors put students
through life-like scenarios in order to test their
skills and take them on ride-alongs to help
them learn more about police work.
“We had to do a scenario where there
was a gun in the car and people were
drinking. It was our supervisors acting but
it was still nerve wracking,” Bennemar said.
“I was the first person to point out that
there was a gun so that was pretty cool. I
had to arrest my supervisor though and that
was kind of awkward.”
Participating in a different type
of learning environment has helped
Benammar figure out what she would like
to pursue in a potential future career.
“I don’t want to necessarily be a police
officer but I’m training to be either a private
investigator, bounty hunter or a homicide
detective. I definitely would recommend

this program. It helps you narrow down
what you want to do,” Benammar said.

College credit plus
Columbus State classes are another way
to explore different education options. There
is a program that allows students to take
classes for half the day at Columbus State
and half the day at Upper Arlington. This
offers students the opportunity to earn college
credit, save money, and learn in a different
environment. Senior Ida Kegley is now taking
classes full time at Columbus State.
“I never liked high school because it
wasn’t my type of learning. I liked the
teachers and my friends but Columbus
State has really helped me realize what I
want to do in life,” Kegley said.
Students in high school have to submit
ACT scores or take the Compass test, a
placement test for Columbus State classes, in
order to qualify to participate in this program.
“Starting the second semester of junior
year I did full time. I took 17 credit hours
out of a possible 18. I was also doing my
capstone through the high school so I would
come in once a week to figure that out. It
was hard but it was worth it,” Kegley said.
This program isn’t for everyone, but it may
be a solution for people who feel trapped in
the traditional high school environment.
“Some people are fit for high school.
They have their friend groups and their
learning styles and all that. Then there are
people like me, who are not so good at
school or they feel like they don’t exactly
have a certain friend group and [for that
student] it’s perfect,” Kegley said.
The traditional high school learning
environment is not the best fit for everyone.
Whether students think they want to
become a cop, zookeeper, or aren’t sure
quite yet, there are options out there that
may be the best fit for them.
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Yay or Nay compiled by Bre Hart

Semester exams are too stressful;
an alternative is needed.

66%
66% yay, 21% nay, 13% undecided

UAHS needs more
parking spaces.

82%

82% yay, 6% nay, 12% undecided

UAHS needs a unisex bathroom.

58%
58% yay, 26% nay, 16% undecided

Zoolights are an enjoyable winter
activity with friends and family.

75%
75% yay, 11% nay, 14% undecided

Starbucks’ red cups should have
more “holiday spirit.”

49%

23% yay, 49% nay, 28% undecided

Heroin is a problem
in central Ohio.

65%
65% yay, 14% nay, 21% undecided

Global warming is a significant
issue for our world and should
be addressed.

77%

77% yay, 13% nay, 10% undecided

50%

The “Rogue One” movie
will be a good addition
to the Star Wars universe.
15% yay, 35% nay, 50% undecided

data for this yay or nay compiled through a voluntary
arlingtonian survey of 582 students.
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Behind the Band
Local band Golden Heart discuss the
past, present and future of their band
Compiled By Caroline Chidester, ‘17

I

Photo by Caroline Chidester

sat down with senior Ivan Rollit, keyboardist for the local band Golden
Heart, and asked him a few questions regarding his band and music.

What made you guys want to start the band?
My friend Kenny (who is the lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist) and I were in a band
together from the time we were in middle school until the beginning of high school. When
that band broke up, he asked me to help him write and record for a solo project that he was
working on, and that project is what inevitably turned into Golden Heart.
How would you describe your sound?
I’d say that we are more rooted in the metal genre, but we have kind of experimented with
all kinds of rock music.
What bands and artists do you draw inspiration from?
We draw inspiration from a wide variety of bands, including Rise Against, Avenged Sevenfold, and Beartooth. I wouldn’t really pin our influence down on one particular band, but on
the metal/metalcore genre as a whole.
Where is your favorite place you’ve performed so far?
My favorite place that we’ve performed has to be Skully’s Music Diner. It was such an
amazing feeling to be playing in front of a home town crowd, at such a well known music
venue in Columbus.
What helps you guys most in your music making process?
When it comes to the music-making process, the thing that helps me the most is having
an idea of the sound you’re going for when recording a song. Once you narrow down what
kind of mood you’re trying to establish in a song, it makes the lyric and music writing process
much easier.
Has it been hard to balance school and the band?
It really hasn’t been too difficult to manage being in high school and being in a band. It’s
just really important to know your limits, and not try to take on too much at once.
What are you favorite lyrics out of all of your songs?
Out of all of our songs, my favorite lyrics have to be from our song, “Gone But Not
Forgotten”. The lyrics, “you always took me for granted as soon as I landed right in front of
you, but you failed to see, and you failed to believe in me” really strike a chord with me, no
pun intended, because it speaks to how Kenny and myself felt unimportant in the last band
we were in. In addition to that, it speaks to feeling neglected and pushed aside in everyday life,
and people not truly believing in your potential to succeed.
What can we expect from you guys in the future?
In the future, we hope to play more shows, make more music and have a good time
doing it.
Is there anything else you’d like to add?
A shameless plug, our original EP ‘Strength in Silence’ is available on Spotify and iTunes.
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One Size Doesn’t Fit All
Staff encourages students to consider all
options when finding the best college fit
Staff Editorial

C

ollege application season is upon us, and as
applications are being written and sent in, sometimes
students can feel trapped. We are expected to go
to the colleges considered the “norm” for future doctors,
teachers, lawyers and business leaders. Many times, our
paths are chosen for us by family members or close mentors.
Ivy League schools have high competition, with harsh
admissions processes. Others, like OSU, are just too close to
home for some of us, or simply too expensive. Few of us take
the military route: enlisting, joining the reserves and allowing
the government to pay for our education.
What most people don’t always consider is the alternative
schooling options. Not all of us feel that college is the right fit
for what we want to do.
Luckily, UAHS is stacked with college credit programs,
which allow us to explore the world of college and find out
where our best fit might be when selecting a college.
Taking AP/IB classes helps us experience the difficulty
of college classes, and what is expected after high school.

Editorial cartoon by Dylan Calrson Sirvent

Getting caught up in the pressures of taking those classes
can cause some to feel trapped, with no way out.
College Credit Plus lets us experience options outside of
the “normal college life.” The College Credit Plus program
gives us many options which reveal the numerous routes that
can be taken other than the most common ones.
Some take full advantage of that opportunity. Whether it’s
zoo school, working with iron, or an extra psychology class.
It’s not a terrible thing to go to college, get a degree, and live
life. In fact, for some, that’s exactly the plan.
For those of us who need to explore other routes in order
to find out what it is we want to do, there’s no problem with
doing that instead.
In either case, we encourage you to carefully consider all
college options, and to take advantage of the opportunities
UAHS offers.

What are your plans
for winter break?

Eight students respond to a question in eight words

I am going to go visit my family.
FRESHMAN Michael Mudrick

Staying inside and watching
hockey on the television.
sophomore ZACHARY WYMer

Going to Minnesota and
seeing my mom’s family.
Freshman Gabrielle Shell

I love celebrating Christmas
with my whole family.
SOPHOMORE PAIGE PENNINGTON

Hot chocolate, pajamas,
sleeping in and
Christmas day.
junior Jack Arnold

Eating homemade
cookies and watching “A
Christmas Story”.
Junior Ashley Keller

Hanging out with friends
and working on music.
Senior Boyd Landis

I’m staying at home and
doing IB stuff.
Senior Emily Ravine

eight in eight compiled by Matthew Shepherd
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Running on empty?
Open a Student Checking Account and

PICK YOUR FUEL
Earn a $20 gift card to Chipotle® OR Speedway® when you open a Student Checking
Account. One gift card per customer; offer valid for new Student Checking Account
holders only. Must be 17-22 years of age to open Student Checking Account. Gift
card presented at account opening. $20 minimum to open account. Offer may be
withdrawn at any time, without notice.

www.arlingtonbank.com

